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The domination property applies in a multicriteria problem if each feasible alter- 
native is either efficient or else is dominated by an efficient alternative. Sufficient 
conditions for the property to hold are presented. We show that if certain common 
conditions are met then proper eiliciency implies the domination property and that 
under convexity conditions, efficiency, proper efficiency, and the domination 
property are equivalent. ‘D 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many decision making situations there exists an explicit criterion 
which imposes only a partial (preference) order on the set of alternatives. 
In such situations we may be interested in the subset of efficient (or non- 
dominated) alternatives, those for which no other alternative is preferred. 
It is clear that an alternative is either efficient, or else it is dominated by 
another alternative. However, the preferred alternative may not be efficient. 
We say that a set of alternatives has the domination property if every alter- 
native is either efficient, or else there exists a preferred alternative which is 
efficient. 
The existence of this property which is required in multicriteria analysis 
(e.g., [7]) and in the definition of the kernel [lS] is investigated here in 
the following setting: the criterion is a functionf which maps a set of alter- 
natives XC R” into R” and a partial order is imposed by a convex cone in 
R”. 
An issue related to this property is whether an efficient alternative exists 
at all. This topic as well as methods to generate subsets of the efficient 
alternatives has been largely dealt with in the literature. The reader is 
referred to Bitran and Magnanti [4] and Stadler [ 141 for details and 
references. 
Another related issue is the existence of properly efficient alternatives. 
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Such alternatives were observed and defined by Kuhn and Tucker [ 111 
and Geoffrion [IS]. Following Borwein [S] and Benson [l] the concepts 
of global and local properness were introduced by Henig [lo]. In the 
sequel, the properness dealt with is the global one. 
As for the domination property, Benson [2, 33 extended Bragard and 
Vangeldere [6] results and showed that it exists when X is closed and con- 
vex, f is alline, C is closed and strictly supported and the set of properly 
efficient points is nonempty. 
We show here that the conditions which are sufficient for the existence of 
an efficient point presented by Henig [9], are also sufficient for the 
existence of the domination property. Roughly speaking, if f(X) is closed 
then the existence of an efficient point is “almost” equivalent to X having 
the domination property. More precisely, if C and f(X) (or f(X) + C) are 
closed then the existence of properly efficient alternative implies that the 
domination property applies in X. Furthermore, if f(X) (or f(X) + C) is 
convex then the existence of an efficient alternative, the existence of a 
properly efficient alternative and the domination property are equivalent. 
In particular we show that Di Guglielmo’s [7] Assumption A, which is the 
domination property, is satisfied under his conditions, and that this 
property is sufficient for the equivalence of the kernel and the efficient set. 
2. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
We start with several definitions and results in convex and multicriteria 
analysis. In general, concepts and notation from Rockafellar [ 131 are used. 
In particular, we adopt the notations: interior (int), relative interior (ri), 
closure (cl), convex hull (conv), and dimension (dim). The point (O,..., 0) is 
denoted as 0. Unless otherwise specified, a cone contains the point 0. 
Let Y c R”. The polar, strict polar and recession cones of Y are, respec- 
tively, 
Y”= {aIya<O for all yE Y}, 
Y* = {aJya<O for all yE y\O}, 
Y+={aj3{Aj}, {yj} with ;~,ER+,~~EYV~,Q-+O and Ajyj+a}. 
By Theorem 8.2 of [ 131 
Y+=O+Y= {aly+AaE Y for every YE Y and AER,} 
when Y is closed and convex. 
A cone C is strictly supported if C* # @. It can be shown that C* # % if 
and only if c\O is contained in an open homogeneous half space. A cone is 
acute if cl Cn -cl C=O. 
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Given a strictly supported convex cone Cc R”, we denote y, 2 y, if 
y, - y, E C. It is easy to verify that the binary relation 2 establishes a par- 
tial order in R”. The set of ejjkcient points in Y (w. r. t. C) is 
&J(YIC)= {YE YlYo2Y,YoE Y=Yo=YJ. 
When C is the nonpositive orthant it is called the Pareto domination cone 
and Ep( Y 1 C) is called the Pareto set. The set of (global) properly efficient 
points is 
GE( Y 1 C) = (y E Y I y E Ep( Y 1 D) for some convex cone D 
with Ccint Duo) 
This set is identical with Benson’s [l] properly efficient set. 
Let Yc R” and let C be a strictly supported convex cone in R”. 
Boundedness and Closedness (BC) Condition 
There exists 2 c R” with Y c Z c Y + cl C, such that 
(i) Z is closed. 
(ii) Z+ n -cl C= 0. 
The BC condition trivially holds when Y is closed and Y+ n -cl C = 0. 
The extension to Z is necessary if Y is not closed but Y + cl C is closed. 
The BC condition implies that (z-cl C) n Z is compact for every z E Z, 
and this compactness can replace (ii). 
The following results are proved in Henig [9]. 
LEMMA 1: Let C be a strictly supported convex cone. If the BC condition 
is satisfied then Ep( YI C) # a. Zf Ep( YI C) # $3, then 
Z+ n -int C= 0, 
and 
o+zn -c=o. 
for every ZcR” with YcZc Y+C. 
The following theorem states that under the BC condition a stronger 
result than that in Lemma 1 can be verified. 
THEOREM 2: Let C be a strictly supported convex cone. If the BC con- 
dition is satisfied then for every y,, E Y there exists y E Ep( Y I C) such that 
y 3 y, (possibly y = y,). 
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ProojY By definition, if y, $ Ep( Y 1 C), then 
(Y-y,)n -C#O. 
Let F(C) = { Fi 1 i E I} be the collection of all nonempty faces of C. By 
Theorem 18.2 of [ 133, C = U (ri F, 1 i E I) and therefore 
u ((Y-y,)n(-ri F,)/i~1)#0. 
Let 
F*(C)= {F,EF(C)I(Y-yO)n(-ri F,)#O}, 
and select F,, E F*(C) such that dim F0 b dim Fi for all i E I. Let 
aE(Y-y,)n(-riF,), 
and consider the subset ( Y-y, - a) n ( -cl F,,). By Lemma 1 there exists 
hEEp((Y-y,-a)n(-clF,)IC). 
Let y=yO+a+bE Y. Since UE -ri F0 and he -cl F,, then yEyO-ri F,,c 
y, - C, which means that y > yO. We have to show that y E Ep( Y 1 C). Sup- 
pose not. Then there exists y, E Y such that y-y, E C\O. Let 
c-y,-YE -C, and note that h+c=y,-y,-UE Y-y,--a and 
a+h+cE Y-y,. 
Case(i): CE -cl F,. Then b+cE(Y-yo--a)n(-clF,), hence 
h - (b + c) $ C and y - yI # C which is a contradiction. 
Case (ii): c If -cl F,,. Then CE -ri F, for some F, E F(C). Obviously 
conv (F, u F,,) is contained in a face F2 (perhaps C itself) and by 
Corollary 18.1.3 [13] dim F,>dim F,,. But since a+h~ -ri F,, and 
CE -ri F,, then by Theorem 6.9 of [ 131 a + h + c E - ri F, which con- 
tradicts the selection of F,,. 1 
ByLemmal,Ep(Y~C)#@implies Y+n-intC=@;butevenif Yand 
C are closed, it falls short of the condition that Y+ n -cl C = 0. The 
following example demonstrates this. Let 
Y={y~R’Ieither y,<O,y,<O or y,+y,61}, 
and let C be the Pareto domination cone in R2. Then 
But a point (y,, y2) E Y with either y, > 1 or y, > 1 does not have the 
property that it is dominated by an efficient point. 
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COROLLARY 3: Suppose that C and Y + A are closed, where 0 E A c C. 
Then the domination property holds if GE( Y 1 C) # 0. Furthermore, if Y + A 
is convex then the following statements are equivalent: (i) Ep( YI C) # 0; 
(ii) domination property holds; (iii) GE( Y I C) # 0. 
Prooj By Theorem 5.2 in [lo], GE( Y 1 C) # 0 implies 
(Y+A)+n-C=O 
which proves the first assertion. When Y + A is convex then by Lemma 1 
and Theorem 2 the domination property is equivalent to 
O+(Y+A)n -C=O. 
The last condition is assured when Ep( YJ C) # 0, and by Theorem 5.1 in 
[ 10 J it is sufficient for GE( Y 1 C) # 0. m 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) has been proven lately by Luc [ 121 under 
the same conditions as in the corollary. 
White [ 151 defined the kernel of Y (with respect o C) as a subset K of 
Y which has the following properties: 
(i) y E T\K implies the existence of y, E K such that y, > y, 
(ii) Ify,EKandy,EK,y,#yz, theny,-y,#Cu-C. 
COROLLARY 4: Under the same conditions as in the theorem, the efficient 
set and the kernel are identical. 
Proof The domination property implies the existence of the kernel and 
by Theorem 13 of Chap. 2 of White [15], the result follows. 1 
3. OPTIMIZATION AND THE DOMINATION PROPERTY 
Let Xc R” be the set of alternatives andf= (f,,...,f,), where fi: X+ R. 
Preference among points in X is determined by the partial order in 
Y =f(X). Thus x E X is an efficient alternative if f(x) E Ep( Y( C). By 
Theorem 2 if X is compact and f, is continuous for every i = l,..., m than X 
has the domination property. 
However, boundedness of X and continuity off can be relaxed, since 
only closedness of f(X) + A for some 0 E A c cl C is required, and it is suf- 
ficient that for every sequence {x,}, xj~ X, which diverges, f(x,) is not 
“asymptotic” to any ray of -cl C. 
To satisfy the closedness condition we introduce semi-continuity. Let A 
be a convex cone. A function j R” + R” is A-semi-continuous at x E X if 
limf(x,) Ed + A 
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for every sequence {x,>, xj~ X, such that lim xi= x and limf(x,) exists. 
The functionfis A-semi-continuous if it is so for every XE X. 
This definition generalizes the ordinary semi-continuity, and if A is the 
Pareto domination cone, A-semi-continuity is satisfied iff, : X + R is upper- 
semi-continuous, for every i= l,..., m. 
LEMMA 5. Let A he a convex cone. If sup{ bf(x) 1 x E X} < co for some 
bcA* then (f(X))+ n -A =O. 
Proof. To show a contradiction, suppose that there exists sequences 
{f(x,)}, {A,} with xjc X, ljJ 0 such that 
/l$(q) -+ a E -A\O. 
By definition ba > 0, hence 
lim Ajbj(xj) = ba > 0. 
Since SJO then bf( x cannot be bounded from above which contradicts j) 
the assumption. 1 
LEMMA 6: If X is compact, A is closed and convex, (f(X))’ n -A = 0 
and f is A-semi-continuous, then f(X) + A is closed. 
Proof: Let f(x,) + u,~ -+ y where xj E X and a., E A. If {u.~} is bounded, 
then f(x,) -+ y - a for some a E A. By the compactness of X and the semi- 
continuity off, y - a EP(X) + A which implies y Ed + A. To show that 
{ aj} must be bounded, suppose it is not true. Then 
f(x~)/lla~ll + aj/llajll + O. 
Since aj/llajll --t a E A then f(xj)/llaj\l + -a. But since (j(X))’ n -A = 0 it 
means that I/a(l = 0 which is a contradiction. 1 
Boundedness of X, which is required in Lemma 6, cannot be removed in 
the general case even if f is a real valued continuous function which is 
bounded from above. For example, if fi(x) = 1 -e-“, XE R, then 
fi(X) = (- co, 1) and as a matter of fact, it does not obtain a maximal 
value in R. 
Generally, it can be difficult to assure closedness of f(X) + A if X is 
unbounded. As indicated in the proof of Lemma 6, the behavior of limf(x,) 
for diverging sequences has first to be verified. In certain cases we can 
trivially establish the existence of X~E X with the property that 
limf(xj)Ef(xo) + A for every diverging sequence. In other cases, the 
following property may exist: for every {x,) which diverges, {f(xj)) 
diverges too. Then in proof of Lemma 6 the sequence {xi} must converge 
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since f(xj) converges. Thus under these additional conditions f(X) + A is 
closed even if X is not bounded. As an example, let A = 0 and consider fi, 
as above, and f2(x) = -x2, x E R. Then x0 = 0 and 
f(x) = (fi(X),f2(X)) GO =f(O) for every x<O 
Furthermore, hmf(x,) = (1, - co) when x, + cc, so that Lemma 6 holds 
although X is unbounded. 
‘We continue with the compactness assumption although, as 
demonstrated, this assumption can be relaxed. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that X is compact, C is a strictly supported convex 
cone and that there exists a closed convex cone A c R”’ such that 
0~AcclC. An-clC=O 
!f (i) ,f is A-semi-continuous, and 
(ii) sup{bf(x)(xEXJ < co jar some h E (cl C)* 
then Ep( YI C) # 0 and the domination property holds. 
Proof Let 2 =f(X) + A. By the previous lemma 
f(X))+ n -Ac(f(X))+ A -cl C=O, 
and therefore Z is closed. It is left to show that a E Z+ n -cl C implies 
a = 0. Choose the sequences {A,}, {y,}, {a,>, r,lO, y, l f(X), ajE A for 
every j such that Aj(yj + a,) +CI. Suppose that either {J,yj> or fAjaj} is 
unbounded. Let bj = max( 1 y, 1, la,i ( ), w h ere maximum is taken component 
wise. Then 
Yj/llb,ll +aj/‘Ilbjll =$(Yj+a,)/ll~,bjll +O. 
BY definition, yj/llb,ll, a,lllb,ll h ave subsequences which converge to points 
in (f(X))’ and A, respectively. But (f(X))’ n -A = 0 implies that both 
subsequences converge to 0, which is impossible, due to the construction of 
bj. Hence, {,Ijyj} and { lLjaj} converge to dg (j(X)) + and a E A respec- 
tively, and c( = d + a. This implies that 
d=a-aE-clC-AA-ClC, 
but since (,f(X))’ n -cl C = 0 we get that d = 0. Furthermore, since 
-cl C n A = 0, then a = 0. Hence the BC condition is satisfied. 1 
Note that if the conditions in the Theorem are satisfied, then for every 
XO~X, 
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is attained ar some point x, E X. Thus f(xr ) E Epcf( X) ) C) and 
.0x,) ~fhl)~ 
Roughly speaking, condition (i) assures the closedness part of the BC 
condition and (ii) assures the boundedness part. Special cases of (i) are f is 
continuous (A = 0); f is (cl C)-semi-continuous and C is acute. The last 
case includes the Pareto domination cone and f,, i = I,..., m, are upper 
semi-continuous. 
Observe that convexity of X and f are not required. However, if some 
convexity conditions are satisfied the following result follows. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose X is compact and convex, C is acute and that for 
every b E C”, bf (x) is a finite concave function over some open set which con- 
tains X. Then the domination proprty holds if 
Sup{bf(x)JxEX} < a3 for some bE(c1 C)*. 
If the domination property holds and C is closed then 
Sup{bf(x)(xEX} < x for some bECC 
Proof. By Theorem 10.1 of [13], bf( x is continuous over X for every ) 
b E C”. Thus for every b E C” 
b(limf(xi) -.f(x)) = 0 
which implies that f is (cl C)-semi-continuous. By Theorem 7 the 
domination property exists. If Ep( f (X) 1 C) # @ then by Lemma 1 
O’(f(X))n -c=o 
By Corollary 3.2 of Yu [ 161, and by Lemma 6 f(X) + C is convex and 
closed. Then by Corollary 14.2.1 of [ 133, O’(f(X) + C) = B”, where 
B={aIay<oo for all yEf(X)+C} 
is the barrier cone of f(X) + C. By Lemma 1 B” n -C = (0) and by 
Theorem 11.7 of [ 131 there exists a half-space 
H= {yIby<O, bER*} 
such that B” c H and C c H. It is easy to verify then that b E B n C”, which 
means that sup{bf(x)IxEX} < co. 1 
When C is the Pareto domination cone, the concavity of bf(x) for every 
b E C” is satisfied when h.(x) is concave for every i = l,..., m. 
According to Theorem 7, one can essentially maximize bf(x) over X for 
various values of b E (cl C)*. However, unless convexity conditions are 
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satisfied then sup { bf(x) > = co for every b E (cl C)’ does not necessarily 
indicate that the property does not exist. Consider for example the Pareto 
domination set and 
Y= {yeR*I2y, +y,<O or y, +2y,<O}. 
Note that Y+ n -C= 0, which assures the existence of the domination 
property; however, sup(bylyE Y} = cc for every bE C”\(O). 
A weaker but sometimes useful condition which may replace (ii) in 
Theorem 7 is the existence of a point j E R” such that j of for all x E X, 
i.e., Y =f(X) c j + C. Since y - j E C for every y E Y, then b(y - j) < 0 for 
every b E C”. Hence sup(bf(x) 1 x E X} 6 bj < co and by Theorem 7 the 
domination property applies. The existence of such a point J? is not 
necessary even when Y is convex. For example, when C is the Pareto 
domination set and Y = {v E R* 1 y, + y, < 0) then the domination property 
applies but a point j with Y c j + C does not exist. 
This condition is one of Di Guglielmo’s [7] assumptions. In addition he 
assumed X to be compact and eachf, to be lower semi-continuous. Thusf 
is A-semi-continuous with A being the positive orthant and his assumption 
A is satisfied by Theorem 7. 
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